
NR PROJECT
- OFF SITE PROGRAM
AT 13TH LONDON TATTOO 
CONVENTION
Curated by Inês Valle

DATES: 22.23.24 SEPT

Participants: 
Alex Moro,  A++Void, Chaim 
Machlev aka DotsToLines, 
Hanumantra, Haris Nukem, 
Kaja Gwincińska, Paul Goodwin, 
Survivor’s Ink, T Dan.

RSVP | PRESS
The press kit and HiRes images 
are available upon request. Please 
contactnadia@nrstudios.co.uk

INTERVIEWS
Appointments to be made via: 
nadia@nrstudios.co.uk

NR PROJECT
founded by Ben Lakin, is an art 
space that has the ambition to 
bridge the existent gap between 
the Visual and Tattooing Art World.

LOCATION (UK)
Tobacco Dock, 
50 Porters Walk, London, 
E1W 2SF, United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)2 071 755 898

CLOSEST STATIONS
Shadwell and Wapping



ABOUT THE EVENT 

NR PROJECT presents at the 13th International 
London Tattoo Convention, three curatorial 
projects organised by the  art curator Inês Valle 
that focus on stories that make us unique on a 
globalised world.
 
Two curatorial projects will be presented as a 
virtual reality experience, where the audience 
is transported into our space in East London, 
visiting the studio and gallery, observing our 
Tattoo Artists working but also, interacting and 
observing two exhibitions as they physically 
were there.

The first a performative exhibition —There Is 
No Present Like Time, aims to surpass usual 
suppositions associated with tattoo art, as, they 
tend to be a personal expression of someone’s 
life story on their own body. Here the curator 
invited several tattoo artists to share publicly 
a personal story that made a tremendous 
impact in their lives and work. For this project, 
the British tattoo artists Hanumantra and 
Paul Goodwin have designed unique body 
suits, which will be exhibited as immersive 
visual experiences, where 3D animations are 
projected onto bodies of contemporary dancers 
that slowly are revealed to the public.

The second, a virtual tour of the solo 
exhibition — Haris Nukem: Humans, that 
shows his most recent personal projects, 
which are an exploration of levels and 
perspectives comprising of a young, impulsive 
and empowered tribe. Displaying our inner 
animal states, matched only by fragile and 
sober contrasts. From candid sensibilities to 
provocative emotion, Humans is a journey 
through the most powerful of Nukem’s work.

The last project — Unforgettable (you!) is 
an ongoing curatorial project that aspires to 
divulge how tattooing can impact someone’s 
lives and increase their self-confidence. This 
exhibition will present Individualized , a 3D video 
body mapped piece created by the tattoo artist 
DotsToLines and performed by Kaja Gwincińska 
inside a glass box; the video work “I went to 
seek the path of my body” directed by Inês Valle 
that depicts how being tattooed can radically 
impact and change people’s lives; and shown 
for the first time, a selection of the Survivor’s 
Ink archive that discloses powerful stories of 
human trafficking survivors and how tattoo art 
can have a bigger purpose in someone’ skin.

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



ABOUT CURATOR

ABOUT PARTICIPANTS 

INÊS VALLE
Inês Valle is a transcultural curator, researcher, arts writer, artist and photographer, 
specializing in Aboriginal contemporary arts, global curating, international social engaged 
art practices and intercultural dialogues. Believing in the international, interdisciplinary 
preservation of exchange of ideas, she has initiated and participated in several projects that 
aim to stimulate a global - interchanging - and - understanding of the conceptual notion 
of the ‘other’, not to insert or present alternatives to dominant hegemonic narratives, but 
to interrupt, interrogate and investigate the effects and possibilities of the unheard and 
the omitted ones. Valle holds a BA in Visual Arts and a MA in Curatorial Studies both at the 
Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Lisbon. Founder of “the Cera Project”, a transcultural 
exchange platform that stimulates a dialogue in art, music, sound, performance and science 
with and about the Southern hemisphere’s narratives. Currently, she is the curator of NR 
Project in London, one of the first art spaces focusing on tattoing.

CHAIM MACHEV AKA DOTSTOLINES
Shortly after having his first tattoo experience, Machlev, despite having no artistic 
experience or knowledge wants to dedicate his life to art. Changing his path forever, until 
then an Information Technology manager in Tel-Aviv, he drops job and country for Berlin, 
determined to become a tattoo artist with nothing but devotion and motivation in his bag.
Six years later, with a packed portfolio of meditative body art tattoo creations, interesting 
collaborations with highly respected brands, and stimulating designs for the music world; 
His art, inspired by music and nature, widely distributed internationally and reaching over a 
million dedicated social media users; Exposing behind the name DotsToLines a self made 
artist as a symbol of exploration, self realisation and individual development. Machlev’s 
mathematical background works in a respectful and strong balanced connection with the 
manifestation of his strong spiritual side. Leading a minimalistic clear lines art, intricate 
compositions and movements through his designs. (portrait by Erik Weiss)

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



ALEX MORO
All of my life I have loved to express myself through the art of drawing. In my early days in 
St. Petersburg, I was particularly captivated by the art of portraiture. Eventually this led me 
towards the idea of translating my passion for portraits into tattooing. Doing what I love 
and am passionate about has always been my sole focus in life.  It’s wonderful that these 
days it is technically possible to accurately transfer images from paper to skin, keeping the 
minute details intact. My career as a tattoo artist started in 2009 but I don’t feel like what 
I am capable of today, really started blossoming until about 3 years ago. This being said, 
I’m always looking to improve my skills and hone my craft by travelling and learning from 
other artists. My pieces are expressed in a photo-realistic style with both vivid colours, 
and in black and grey ink. I have always throughly enjoyed collaborating with clients, so as 
to help them create exactly the piece they are after. I love knowing that people express 
themselves through my hand. This is one of the many reasons I take enormous pride in my 
work. Presently works at NR Studios in London, England.

A++VOID
A++void was born in 1993 in Romania. A tattoo artist that has moved to United Kingdom at 
the aged of 21, where he worked and lived in Manchester, Cheltenham and now in the city 
of London where he is one of the residente tattoo artist at NR Studios. His creative practice 
has taken him to several European countries such as: Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Ireland, 
Scotland and Romania. He takes tattooing as mode of expressing what he believes in life 
as a deep critical path towards individuation, alerting to the  psychological and philosophical 
issues that commonly arise on our life’s choices. The believing in this, he is stripping away, 
layer by layer the multiple unnecessary filters in order to search for a raw and pure essence 
of unicity that we intrinsically are.

HANUMANTRA
Hanumantra, born in Shrewsbury during the summer of 1985 Hanumantra is best known 
for his striking and bold tattoos. Initially being inspired by South Pacific indigenous tattooing 
he then went on to develop a recognisable twist, capturing a contemporary and minimal 
aesthetic using only black ink whilst working in harmony with the geometry of the human 
form. A tattoo belongs in the flesh, however Hanumantra has also found various ways to 
express himself including ink on paper, oil on canvas and more recently digitally. He sees 
each creation an extension of his tattooing with his current aim to continue being inspired 
by the past but creating tattoos from the future.  Every tattoo he does should enhance a 
persons natural form and by taking the time to handcraft their individual design, convey 
and amplify an inner strength of spirit, allowing them to feel empowered and protected as 
though wearing a layer of armour, as a modern day warrior ready for battle.

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



HARIS NUKEM 
Coining a fearless brand of stylistic and audacious portraiture, Haris Nukem has rapidly 
risen to become one of this decade’s most illustrious photographers. Documenting the 
varied faces of human animalism, Nukem captures moments of heightened freedom; be 
it through love, friendship or opulence. Nukem’s following owes much to his passion for 
vivacious characters, consistently as dark as they are vibrant. Exhibiting an unbridled ease, 
subjects enable him to capture their fall into various stages of indulgence, chaos or triumph. 
What the images offer in grit is matched equally by vivid emotion—and their provocative 
nature offset by incandescent, burning hues. Just as Nukem reveres our capacity for carnal 
behaviour, he strives to pay respect to discipline. Subjects exude the strength of their 
conviction, portraying a “work hard, play hard” attitude. The result is a body of work which 
documents intense relationships with ourselves, our peers, our partners and our work 
through a supremely impassioned lens.

KAJA GWINCIŃSKA
Polish born, a wife and mother of three, people enthusiast and self taught photographer 
on her jorney of finding beauty in strenght and imperfections. Her artistic work focus on 
breaking boundaries of intimicy and trust, trying to transform exposing insecurities from 
shameful to liberating experiences. As a way of gaining a deeper understanding of the 
blocks preventing her subjects to uncover their secrets, she decided to perform live, as a 
nude body canvas of the artist Chaim Machev aka DotsToLines.

PAUL GOODWIN
Paul Goodwin, was born in England 1983. Goodwin’s passion for tattooing came from the 
experience of getting his first tattoo in 2010. This triggered him to start drawing again and 
consequently enrolling onto a BA honours in Fine Art at Birmingham school of art. This 
was eleven years after leaving formal education. He worked in the culinary arts for nearly a 
decade but had decided that it wasn’t a life long career so the discovery of tattooing came 
just at the right time.  Being inspired with the human condition and specifically the curiosity 
of the unseen power within. Goodwin plays with the spiritual journey in a globalised 
technology driven culture. Using patterns and motifs to piece together a narrative of the 
contemporary human in conflict with the natural self and our turmoil with the search for 
something deeper within ourselves,  in our contemporary technological advanced driven 
lives. Goodwin process uses his process as a form of meditation. Repeated elements 
acting as a kind of mantra and portraying the infinite. The lines being the representation of 
focused attention and portraying a path.  It is Paul’s intention to bring everything he learned 
from the art world to his tattooing practice.  

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



SURVIVOR’S INK
Survivor’s Ink was founded by the late Jennifer Kempton (4/20/82 - 5/18/17), a survivor 
of human trafficking who used her experience to promote awareness and to advocate 
for social change.  During her horrific time on the streets she was branded and sold by 
her abusers. After obtaining her freedom, these marks became constant reminders of 
her abuse until she was given the gift of a cover-up tattoo. The sense of liberation she 
experienced through covering her brands inspired her to start  Survivor’s Ink, an organization 
that exists to empower human trafficking survivors by breaking the psychological chains of 
enslavement through beautifying, removing, or covering their physical scars, markings, and 
brandings, which are constant reminders of a violent past. Furthermore, it strives to be a 
reliable resource connection to direct services for victims and survivors to help them rebuild 
their lives. Survivor’s Ink is committed to carrying on Jennifer’s legacy and hopes to honor 
her vision by reaching survivors around the world. 

T DAN
Denis Torikashvili aka TDan was born in Rostov-on-Don, in the south of Russia, which 
is where he started tattooing in 1997. At the time, there was practically no information 
about tattoos. He had to work in difficult conditions but despite that, the most important 
thing was there: the desire to tattoo and be tattooed. In 1997 he brought his first tattoo 
machine, Micky Sharpz. This could be called the starting point for his development. He 
learnt about tattooing from American movies, and at the same time the first tattoo studio 
opened in his city, this was 1995, from that time he began to search for the information he 
was interested in. He also started sketching, but these were primitive sketches. There was 
no real development until high speed internet came into his life and when tattoo forums 
began to form and the online tattoo communities grew. The first tattoo convention was 
held in St Peterburg, Russia in 2003. After taking part in the convention in 2005 he won first 
place for best of day in 2006 with a black and grey portrait; his first award!! Following this 
he worked in studios in Rostov and the went on to opening his own. TDan has worked with 
different tattoo styles including Japanese, ornamental, realistic and American traditional 
but didn’t always succeed; He was looking for something new and different so he could 
express himself properly. Everything changed three years ago when he moved to Moscow, 
essentially starting over again, he closely monitored other artists perfecting the art and 
fighting hard to understand the secret to their success and techniques, experimenting 
more, he created collages and was trying to realise unique ideas on the skin. TDan has 
come into his own and is 19 years in the making. There are many gifted artists in Russia 
and many are motivated to be famous and successful because of the low standard of living 
but If you want to be a great artist it is not enough to make high quality tattoos, you need 
to make unique and pieces that cannot be replicated.

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



PRESS IMAGES

Exhibition Posters 
(upon request)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
OFF SITE PROGRAME

Curator: Inês Valle

Projects: Unforgettable (you!) and an Immersive Visual 
Experience (There is no Present Like Time and Haris Nukem: 
Humans)

Participants: Alex Moro,  A++Void, Chaim 
Machlev aka DotsToLines, Hanumantra, 
Haris Nukem, Kaja Gwincińska, Paul Goodwin, 
Survivor’s Ink, T Dan.

Projection Design: David Altweger
VR Production: Brainwave

Program: Live Performance “Individualization“ by 
DotsToLines, every hour at Dock’s Gallery.

Date: 22, 23, 24 September, 2017 

Location: Tobacco Dock, 
50 Porters Walk, London, 
E1W 2SF, United Kingdom

Tickets available 
www.thelondontattooconvention.com/tickets/

RSVP ESSENTIAL | london@nrstudios.co.uk
PRESS + INFO | nadia@nrstudios.co.uk

For more information, HiRes images and interviews with 
artists, curators and NR team, please contact nadia@
nrstudios.co.uk or +44 (0)2 07173 5898

NR PROJECT is an art space in East 
London that has the ambition to bridge 
the existent gap between the Visual Art 
and Tattooing Art Worlds. Driven by a 
critical curatorial program, it will provide 
an experimental art platform that aims to 
push the current boundaries of tattooing 
by virtue a strong collaboration with 
artists and creative minds.

TEAM
Founder /Director: Ben Lakin
Curator: Inês Valle
Manager: Nadia Nardelli

www.nrproject.co.uk
London, United Kingdom



OUR PARTNERS

SPECIAL PARTNERS

NR PARTNERS
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